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Abstract. The German New Medicine, a foundation of doctor Ryke Hamer Geerd seems
to revolutionize the medicine referring to the understanding and treatment of cancer and
of similar grievous diseases.
Doctor Hamer discovered that both cancer and similar diseases are provoked by
the action of an unexpected emotional shock, which he called Dirk Hamer Syndrome
(DHS) on certain nervous centres. The affected nervous centres emit certain biological
programs through which they provoke the installation of the cancer or of some similar
diseases at the level of the controlled organs by the affected nervous centres. Thus, Hamer
discovers that these diseases originate in the brain and are governed by the psychic-brainorgan ratio. Doctor Hamer has elaborated five Biological Laws of the German New
Medicine, which revolutionizes the understanding and the medical practice (treatment of
diseases). His discoveries radically change the concepts of the allopathic medicine on the
diseases and their treatment. People do not die of cancer, but because of fear and
exhaustion of treatments..
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Introduction
Ryke Hamer Geerd is the founder of the German New Medicine (GNM).
Chief Internist at the Oncological Clinic of the University of Munich, Germany,
he had testicular cancer as a result of a shock provoked by the news that his son
Dirk was shot on August 18, 1978. In December, the same year, Dirk died. Dr.
Hamer realized that he got cancer as a result of the psychological stress provoked
by the death of his son. Consulting thousands of record cards of some cancerous
patients of various types and discussing with many patients, he reached the
conclusion that all types of cancer and similar grievous diseases are provoked by
the emotional shocks that affect certain nervous centres. In honour of his son he
called such a stressful shock The Syndrome Dirk Hamer (SDH). Analyzing
thousands of tomographies of cancer patients, he discovered that the affected
nervous centres by the DHS emotional shock suffer an impact that affects
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